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Science - Motion Tween
Crypt and Scypus aka Science are 2 shiny dubstep diamonds coming from Antwerp. They've been causing big damage
on dancefloors with their sets and productions as of late. "Motion Tween" has been rinsed out at every respectable party
in Belgium and not only in the past year and it finally comes out on Stainage!
Big bashy beats, ravey stab hooks and a rolling deep bass that can cause earthquakes on a proper soundsystem is le
plat du jour.

Science - Motion Tween (Von D I’m Your Drug Remix)
Von D is on the remix treatment and makes it even more filthy. One of dubstep rising stars in the past year and remixer in
demand. He adds some sticky female vocals, shifts the beat template to a different swing and throws in his trademark
bass hooks. "Come and taste this / I made it for you / I kinda like it so..." Once you have it it's hard to get out of your
system.
Joe Nice
The Stainage 006 release is another hit for dubstep fans worldwide!
First tune is called Motion Tween...round kicks, sharp snares,carefully constructed synths and a substantial drop for all
lovers of dubstep. A quality tune on a quality label.
The B side features a remix by French dubstep champion & pioneer, Von D. The intro hugs closely to the
original, but carries more energy and slightly more excitement. The vocals are uplifting....the sounds are crisp.
This release is a welcomed addition to any dj's record box.

Nick Argon
“Von D's remix of Science's Motion Twin is a dangerous tune. It will stick in your head for days!”

Rob Sparx :
"yeah like the Von D refix of Motion Tween grows progresses nicely

Twisted
"And again the stainage crew knows how to convince with catalog number 006! The tunes come with deepness darkness
and love! so everybody got his pick for sure! gwan the belgium gang .. much love!!"

